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ABSTRACT 

A sometimes pwzling area of syntax involvcs the many 
m d e r s  that mu above the phrase level. Role and Reference Grammar 
identifies t b m  levels of the clause structure and prehcts that each of 
these modifiers will structurally and semantically fit into one of thcse 
levels. Data from Kankanaey, a language in the northern Philippines, 
supports this claim by looking at the modifiers, called 'operators,' and 
noting that they either directly affect the pr&cate, or interact with the 
core or the clause by affecting the position or the pronominal arguments, 
or else occur in the clause without affecting any other part of it. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Kankanaey is an Austronesian language spoken by over 150,000 people of central 
Luzon in the Philippines. The language area is centered in the pmvince of Benguet and 
extends northua~d into Mountain Province and westward into La Union and Uocos Sur. This 
study is dram from research that began in October 1974 in Kibungan Central. Benguet. and 
continued over extended but intennitlent periods of residence in Kibungan, Benguet, in 
Sayangan. Atok, Benguet, and in Balakbak, Kapangan, Benguet until June 1996. The author 
has had ongoing contact with speakers of Kankanaey through written correspondence. visits, 
and now, cellular iexting. 

1.1 The Question 

In Svntm: Structure, Meaning and Function ( 1  9 97), Van Valin and La Polla's Role and 
Reference Grammar posits a domain of grammatical categories that they term "operators." 
Tbere are a number of types of operators, taking various forms from one language to another. 
The assertion, however, is that the operators are ordered similarly cross-linguistically, each 
opentor modifying a certain layer of the clause structure. 

It is of interest to examine whether Kankanaey data suppons the cross-lingustic claims 
of RRG regarding operators, especially as Kankanaey is related to Tagalog, one or the 
languages used in the initial development of that theory. My earlier research (Allen. 1978a.b) 
and informal analysis of Kankanaey has looked at some of these "operators" as separate 
structural forms, attempting to understand the functions and meanings of each. If we take a 
function-to-form approach instead, will the analysis of function explain h e  distribution of 
the t o m ?  Will the st~uctural forms suppon the claim that ce~tain types of operators relate to 
spenfic layers of the clause? 



The design of this research consisted of searching through a corpus of natural texts such 
as personal letters, wTitten and transcribed narratives, and rccorded material of both formal 
and informal speech. Expressions of the functions identified as "operators" were noted mith 
their contexts. Some examples were simplified slightly for brevity and clarity. 

1.2 Background 

Van Valin and La Polla (1997) present the view of the clause as having a layered 
structure. The simple clause is understood to have a core made up of a predicate nucleus and 
its noun-phrase arguments. Other information such as locatives, temporals and other 
adverbial phrases occur outside the core in what is termed the "periphery." This study does 
not involve the peripher).. 

Further, they posit a domain called "operators," a group of "grammatical categories 
which arc qualitatively different from predicates and lhcir arguments ..[that] modify the 
clause and its parts" (1997:40). Thus an operator may m w  the clause, its core, or the 
nucleus. 

Flgure I is a visual representation of the layered structure of a clause ~ i t h  the 
constituents at the top and the levels repeated with their respective operators in italics below. 
While 3 c  clause constituents are proposed to be universal, not every language has ever?. 
possible operator. Because the list of operators is not yet finalized, I will take the liberty of 
suggesting a few modifications for Ka&anaq. The left-hand listing of operators is mken 
from Synrax (1997, p. 49); those on the right represent the operator functions that will be 
examined for Kankanaey. Johnson (1987) is credited with formalizing the separate 
representation of operators. Kankanaey does not have a tense operator, which unequivocally 
marks the time of an action in relation to another referena time, so this will not be included. 
I am expanding deontic modality (abilily and obligation conditions on the actor') to include 
motivation as another actor-oriented moddier. Although some linguists include evidentials 
with epistemic mcdahty (Bybee and Fleischman, 1995, p. 4), 1 propose to subsume 
aidentials under "attitude" operatoq following Derbyshire (1985. in Van Valin and La 
Polla 1997, p. 44). 

CLAUSE 

I t 
CORE PERIPHERY 

aspect 
nuclear-negation 

NUCLEUS ARGUMENTS 
/ 1 I 

(predicate) (Noun Phrases) (Prepositional Phrases) 

--b aspect 
NUCLEUS + negation 

I 
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gensalkcd agent-+ and paiem-type role mpslivsly. 
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direcrionals directionals 

deontic modalify 
infernal-negalion 

+ 
CORE 

deontic modalrfy 
t negation 

status (epistemrc modalify) I epistemic modaliiy 
fense 
evidentials - -b speaker attitude 
illocutionary force CLAUSE illocutionaryforce 

Figure 1. Simple clause structure  constituent^ and operators 

Table 1 lists the operator lypes for Kankanaey, with their general functions and the 
forms that they take. Each function is then explained with examples ofthe forms. Note that 
the table begins with operators that modify the nucleus: moves to the core level (the predicate 
with its arguments) and then lists the operators that mod@ the clause as a whole. 

4 Clause Operator 

N Aspect 

C I 
E 

Negation. 
a d i r e c u o n a l s  

Deontic modality 

Completive 
continuative 
progressive or repeated 

i 
1 predicate affixes 

int~ncive 

negative existential 1 lexicalized 
most &rectional distinctives 1 
Desire 1 quasi-verb construction 

( 2-\,erb construction 
I 

Ability 1 quasi-verb construction 
I 

quasi-verb construction 
2-verb construction advehial 
construction 

Strong obligation ( adverbial construction 
I 

Weak obligation 1 particle 
I 

Predicate negation adverbial construction 
limitation 

I 1 I external negation Propositional negation adverbial construction 



status (epistemic Necessity 

lc  I modality) 
possibility 

epistemic adjectives I 
L I Realis 

irrealis 

1 1 illocutionary force ( Request / particles I 

verbal mood 

of v&ng degrees 

particles 
question pronouns I 

I *  I 1 panicle 
particles 

Table 1. Clause operator realizations in Kankanaey 

Command 
hope, prediction 

Table 1 shows a strong correlation between the grammatical forms and the clause layer 
that the form m d f y .  Nuclear operators directly affect the predicate either by lexical 
choice or by aftixation of the predicate. Core operators in>-olve the predicate and its 
arguments by wcumng as verbal constrnctions that place before the matrix verb an adverbial 
particle, quasi-verb or full verb, all of which involve the clitic core pronouns by displacing 
them forward from the normal post-predicate position. Clause-level operators leavc the core 
intact with the exception of the pronoun<hoice form of illwutionaq force. Verbal mood and 
the lexical choice of adverbial negator do affect thc core, and the possible reasons for this 
will be explored. 

addressee pronoun 
particle formulas 1 

3. DISCUSSION 

3.1 Nuclear Operators 

Operators at the nuclear level are those chat m@ the predicate without particular 
reference to any of its arguments. Aspect refers to the various possible internal temporal 
situations of a predicate. Theu: are wmpletive/incompletive. continuatke, progressive, 
iterative and intensive; they are expressed in Kankanaey by predicate affixes (3.11). This 
&rms the claim that aspect is a nuclear-level operator. 

Nuclear negation denies the tn~th  of a predicate, and directionals indicate the 
orientation of an action or state. In Kankanaey, the only nuclear negator is the negative 
existential; it and the directionals are components of s p i f i c  predicate lexemes (3.1.2). 

Most Kankanaey predicates are attixed to syntactically cross-reference one of their 
arguments; these a x e s  interact ~ i t h  the obligatory completive aspect. Completive aspect is 
shown by w h  andp/n alternations, or nlth an -in- infix or prefix as seen in Table 2. 
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Incompletive 
man- 
maN- 

-aE 1 -in-an 
i- 1 in- 

Completive 
nan- 
naN- 

ma-, mai-. ma-an 

pan-,an-n pan-an I nan-, nan--en, nan-an 
p a - ,  pangi-, pa-an 1 naN-, nangi-, 

Table 2. Kankanaey incompletive and completive aspect 

na-, mi-, na-an 

Verbs with continuative aspect use a reduplicated CV prefix on the root as in ( I ) ,  where 
a state bas begun and is continuing. The operators are underlined in the examples. 

naki- 
-infohn- 

( I )  Man-&=bilag di=n mo. 
Actor=CJ=be.in.sun DNM=DEF dog 

'The dog is lying in the sun.'(continuative aspect) 

A CVC prefix show-s progressive aspect ~ 4 t h  verbs of action or process as in (2); the 
same p~efix on p d c a t e s  with no time h a t i o n  (e.g. "kiss") have an iterative (rcpeated- 
action) reading as in (3). 

/Z) n;on =sak= sakrr di=n toA?ok no. 
Actor.COMP-CVC=pain DNM=DEF head his 
'His head was hurting.' (completive and progressive aspects) 

(3) Siged ka=.r ma=--ongngo=an. 
good 2s=ONM ABIL .Loc=~=k i s s=<  
'You're nice for being kissed!' (iterative aspat) 

CVC(C)V reduplication shows intensive aspect indicating unusually repetitive or long- 
lasting actions as in (4). 

(4) Deda ay o m = o s  =oga=s Langdew. 
Still LK Actor-INTS=cq=DPNM Langdew 
'Langdew is still crying and crying.' (intensive) 

Most directions e ~ ~ d  by separate lexemes in English are included in the applicable 
roofs in Kankanaey. The existential has two interchangeable negative forms. 

(5) , L l o n = m  ka ay gakki. 
A c t o ~ g p z t m  2s LK crab 
'Go upstream crab.' (lexicalized direction) 

(6) Pxaw-em dl =n ginawang. 



wstream=Und.2s DNM=DEF river 
'Follow the river downstream.' (lexicalid direction) 

(7) l=d pay laeng di anak yo. 
NEG.EXIST PART PART DNM cluld 2p 
'You don't have any children yet.' (lexicalized nuclear negation) 

3.2 Core Operators 

Core operators are those that give m+g information about the relationship 
between the predicate and its arguments. These operators are expressed in Kankanaey by 
several different forms; many of them have more than one possible expression. However, 
core operators use forms different from clause-level or nuclear-level operators; the quasi- 
verbs and advehial particles occur only as core operators. Some of the forms include linkage 
to the core. Most important to note, however, is that all the core operators involve the core by 
involvement with clitic argument pronouns. The claim that these operators are modlfSlng the 
core is upheld by the smctum they employ. 

Deontic modalities and internal negation are the two types of core operators. Deontic 
modalities are modifiers that are act01~rientc2d, addressing conditions that are on the actor 
regarding completion of the action, such as the actor's ability, motivation and desire. The 
quasi-verb construction (3.2. I) is one of the fonns used for these modifiers. Some of these 
concepts can also be expressed by two-verb predicates in wluch the first modif~es the m n d .  
E m p l e s  would be intention and desire, using two Fully aFfixed and linked verbs (3.2.2). 

Kankanaey also uses adverbial conshuctions (3.2.3) to cxpress strong obligation and 
motivation. The same conshuction also covers core negation and partial negation 
(limitation). These concepts do not alter the meaning of the predicate (nuclear level) but 
rather say sometlung about the performance of the action by the participants (core level). 

Weak obligation is expressed with a particle and will be shown to belong semantically 
wit11 other attitude panicles (3.3.4). 

3.2.1 Quanan- Verbal Conslru&'ons 

Quasi-verbs are roots that may function as a predicate in a clause, but do not lake verbal 
afhation. When they modify a verb and serve as operators, they take the ergative argument 
(whether pronominal or full noun phrases) and are linked to the following verb with the 
linker ay. Thus, as operators they are modifymg the core. Sentence(8) exemplifies the quasi- 
verb of ability. 

(8) A.v e r n  ay man =rnaniho si addawi? 
Q al&=2s LK Acto~drive ONM far 
'Are you able to drive a h~ distance?' 

The borrowed Spanish root gusto is used as a quasi-verb, with no verbal affixation 
necessary (9). Gandat (10) inhcates a relationship between the actor and the action that is 
inner-motivated, a natural response. 

(9) D=in=amag do mo e k  ay make=ey en daida. 
enquire=Und.COMP 3p ifm.11 s LK Actor.ASSOC=go OPNM 3p 
'They asked if1 wanted to go with them.' 
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(10) &I& no ay om=oga=oga tan nem=nemnem=ena=s 
moti\.e 3s LK Actor=PUS=cry because CVC=think=Und.3s=DPNM 

ina nu. 
molher 3s 

'Naturally he's crying and crying because he's Lhinking of his mother.' 

3.2.2 Verbal CoWudions 

Desire and purposeful intention is usually expressed with a full mv-verb consuunion 
as in (9). The first verb is affixed to cross-reference an Undergoer and shares the ergative 
actor argument aith the mamx (second) verb. Semantically, the situation described by the 
second verb is the Undergoer argument of the first verb. T h w  in (9), what is desired (la,~deki 
is 'to go' (emey). 

01) Lqd=ek ayem=ey edBanaue. 
wanLllike=Und. 1s LK A c t o ~ g o  LOC Banaue 
'I'd like to go to Banane.' (hvo-verb construction) 

3.23 Adverbial Constructions 

Adverbial particles precede the predicate and do not lake any aftixes. They attract clitic 
core pronouns. bringing them into the pre-predicate position aith them. Thus they can be 
seen to be core-level modifiers. Some particles mark the constituents they displace with +I 
aRer a final vowel. 

The necessity expressed in (12) is due to the hearer'r pregnancy, so the deontic (actor- 
oriented) reading of the operator is indicated. 

(12) & ka-n man-tee sin beey. 
Zs=DlSP Acto~stay ONM house 

'You must stay at the house.'(strong obligation or necessity) 

Motivation is another modifier of the actor's performance of the predicate idea. In (13) 
there is implicit purpose in "going" to do something. In (14) the actor is not acting on 
Purpose. 

(13j &a in=abat di=n gayym no. 
m . 3 ~  Und.COMP=rneet DNM=DEF friend 3s 
'She went to meet her friend.' (purpose) 

(14) M o  erenp ka=n i=al=dIin di asowa=m 
If unmotive 2s=DISP Und=CVC=jealous DNM spusc=2s 

si aga=y bsto ay kinotet-ewa nu ... 
ONM NEG=DNM correct LK h t h  3s 

'If you just feel jealous about your spouse for something that has 
no real truth in it ...' (unmotivated) 

Internal negation is a denial tbat an actor achieved a state or action; what is negated is 
the connection between the predicate and its participant(s) in a particular situation. Thus, in 
(15) the diners and the concept of "dirtf' did not correlate, and in (16) the cooks' pounding 
action is denied and instead the action is limited to cooking. The displaced position of the 
pronoun in each case suggests strongly tbat the operalor is mod&ng (he core of the clause. 



(IS) A A  da ma=loya si=n mata=n di kaag. 
3p ABIL.Und=dirty ONM=DEF eye=GEN DNM monkey 

'They aren't repulsed by the eyes of the monkey.' (negation) 
(1 6i A A  da bqvo-en; da=n k o i ~  oto si=n bongo. 

3p pound=Und 3p=DISP Aclor.IMMED=cook ONM-DEF pot 
'They don't pound it; they just cook it (whole) in the pol.' 
(negation and limitation) 

3.3 Clause Operators 

Clause operators are those that m& the cntire assertion or proposition of the elause 
with no spec~fic relevance to the interaction of the arguments with the predicate. The 
m ~ c a t i o n s  are more oriented to Ule p&er than to any oonstituent of the core. Clause 
operators include propositional negation (external negation), epistemic modality (situational 
necessity and possibility) and the related concept of "realis"; speaker-attitude modiliers and 
illocutionar~. force indicators also occur at the clause level. With a few exceptions. 
Kankanaey clause-level operators do not displace or interact with COnStihlent~ of the core. 

3.3.1 Adverbial Nqator 

Baken is the Kankanacy non-verbal negator; thus, it negates noun phrases and non- 
verbal predicates as well as propositions. Some speakers of the language tend to w adi for 
external negation, using context for interpretation. At this time it is not possible to prove 
whether the language is changing or if there are stable dialect boundaries on its usage. 

When 11 is used as an epistemic, or external, negator, bakn is an adverbisi palticle 
denying the uuth of something more extensive than the verb alone. Baken displaces 
pronominal arguments of the verb, but its external-negation reading precludes a strict core- 
level interpretation of its scope. Thus in (17), the mother bad said earlier in the stov that she 
would go slccp; if ad;, the core-level negator, had been used, it would mean she did not 
sleep. Baken goes fixther, and negates the mother's lie. In (18) the wriler deiends her 
behavior by denying the truth of a hypothetical situation. 

(1 7) Ena in =abut di=n gaflem no si =n 
go .3~  Und.COMFmeet DNM=DEF friend 3s ONM=DEF 

pang=om-=oma=an da, @ 0 bar  no nu-ek 
NOM=CVC=garden=< 3p @ 3s PART ABIL Und.COMP-CV=sleep 
'She went to meet her friend where they were making a garden, she wasn't 

sleeping (after all).' 
(18) m a k  man- let-teltee to say wada=y hmpo-k qv 

-1s Actor;CVC=stay.home so that < EXIST=DNM time=ls LK 

'It's not the case that I'm staying home so 1 have time 
to write (letters).' (Implied: It is the case that I'm very 
busy and therefore baven't written to you.) 
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3.3.2 Epidemic-Adjedrdrve Constru&'ons 

Epistemic modality deals with the nccessity or possibility of a proposition. In 
Kankanaey, special epistemic adjectives are lmked with qv to the clause but do not sect 
core-internal pronoun constituents. (These special adjectives do not mod@ nouns.) Note that 
the clitic pronouns remain in the normal post-predicate position within the clause in (19)- 
(22). When an epislemic adjective is negated. as in (23), the negator adi is used and the scope 
of the negation is limited Lo the adjective. The negative adverbial does no1 displace the 
pronoun from the clause core. The examples suggesl oat epislemic rnodals in Kankanaey 
modify the clause level because they leave the core and the predicate intact. 

(191 bfa=sa~ol  ay i=sa@na=k di-n anan-ak 
ADJ=necessarv LK Und=ready=ls DNM-DEF children 
'1 have to gel the children ready.' (This necessity relales lo other plans.) 

f2Oj A4a-sarxll met ay ma-repair di-n jeep. 
ADJ=necessay PART LK ABIL.Und=repair DNM=DEF jeep 
'It's necessary that the jeep be repaired.' (The situation, not 
the jcep itself, requires il.) 

(21) Afa=balin a.v mo=kontak mo=s sak-en sin C H  ay nay. 
ADJ=wssible LK ABIL.Und=conlacf 2s=DPNM Is ONM CWI LK this 
'It's possible for you to contact me at this cellphone number.' 

(22) .Ma-balin ay sokat:-an tako=y pitsa. 
ADJ=possible LK change=Loc lpi=DNM date 

'It's possible for us to change the date.' 
(23) Say gap0 ay adi mr;-..bal~n ay ma-toloy komi 

That's reason LK NEG ADJ-possible LK ABIL.Und=continue Ipe 

ay em=ey ed Baguio. 
LK A c t o ~ g o  LOC Bagnio 

'That's whv it's not possible for us to go ahead uith the plan to go to Baguio.' 

The wncepl of possibility is ofien e.xpressed in Kankanaey by the "abilitative" verbal 
mood. Without digressing into the verbal semantics of Kankanaey, whch is a typical 
Philippine language, Nffice il to say that there is a set of verbal affixes which not only cmss- 
reference an argument of the predicate, bul thal also address the completion of a state or 
action without parlicularly implying intention or effort on the part of the actor. With 
completive aspect, successful completion is explicitly expressed, as in (24) and (25). This 
may be the "realis" indicator in Kankimaey but il seems to describe the predicate rather than 
the assertion as a whole. With incompletive aspect, the possibility of mmpletion is an 
important component (26). When combined with the negative, there is a assertion of inability 
or impossibility (27). It appears that Kankanaey may incorporate some instances of 
"possibility" at the nuclear IeveI, including it as one mmponent of a semanticallycomplex 
predicate. 

(24) w d a t e n g  kami ed Abatan si alas dos~=n di lahi. 
ABIL.COMP.Actoi=anive 2pe LOC Abatan ONM time I2=GEN DNM 

night 
'We managed to arrive in Abatan at midnight.' 



(25) Ed England ~ = i l a = k  di snow et nun=-amag 
LOC England ~ . C O M P . U n d = s o e = l s  DNM snow and Actor.COMP=make 

kami si snowman. 
Ipe ONM s n o w  
'In England I had the chance to see snow and wc made a snowman.' 

(26) Ay ma=balin ay om=ali kayo sin alas 6.30 tapno 
Q ADJ=pnssible LK Actol-come 2p ONM=DEF time 6:30 so-that 

b i n n i s o  =ak pay en Padi Berning? 
&.Actol-ask.permission= 1s PART OPNM priest Berning 
'Is it possible for you to cnmc at 6:30 so I can (have timdchance 
to) get permission from Father Bcming?' 

(27) Ad; nu ma=asikaso di=n a n d .  
NEG 3s ABIL.Und=care.for DNM=DEF child 
'He can not take care of the child.' 

A uide array of kee-standing semantic particles encode the speaker's animde regarding 
a statement; they range from indicating the source of the information (evidentials), to varying 
degrees of certainty. Expressing certainty is also a function of the interaction with the hearer, 
and many particles give nuances of agreement, persuasion or defense. Partjcles offen follow 
a verb or occur with displaced pronouns in a prc-predicatc posi t io~ but they are optional and 
do not affect other elements in a clause. Whercvcr they occur, they m w  the meaning of 
the whole assertion. Only a few examples can be given in this study. If(aohanaey has more 
than fifty such part~clcs; see "Kankanaey Adjuncts'' (Alicn, 1978b) for a full discussion of 
the semantic particles.] 

The semantic particlc koma indicates overt irrealis (contrary-to-fact). The scope of the 
irrealis in (27) seems to be greater than just the first clause, since both cores are untrue. 
Koma translates as obligation in some clauses uith incompletive aspect (28). While it is 
dficult to translate eve? murrence of this or any nuanced particle with any consistenq, 
there is an element of speaker opiniou in expressing obligation which may disqualify it as a 
"realis" marker and allow it to join the other "amtude" particles. 

(27) P=in=ikp;k ko 0 & ta nu-ek 0 &. 
Und.COMP=pat is  3s so.that ABIL.Und.COMF'=sleep 3s PART 
'I shouId have paned him so that he would have slept, I see.' 
(I didn't pat him and he didn't sleep.) (&tion) 

(28) I=toloy ko koma ay man=-iskowila. 
Und=continue Is LK Actol-attend.schoo1 
'I should @robably won't) keep going to school.' (obligation) 

Evidentids give the speaker'spshfication for making an assertion. In Kankanaey these 
include realizing. recollecting, hearsay. fim-band knowledge, obvious or common 
knowledge, conjecture, and crediting the hearer for the idea. All of these are expressed with 
particles: a few esamples are seen in (27), (29) and (30). Emphasis or certainty regarding the 
wmmand is expressed by adi (not the negative) in (30) and a defensive tone by ngay in (3 1). 
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(29) D=om-oteng p q  && 0, m=doteng no kano..v lokto. 
Acto~anive  yet PART 3s Und.COMP=bnng 3s W = D N M  yam 
'She arrived and brought some yams.' (hearsay, used here in 
haditional story) 

(30) "En ko olo=n d = s  nun;. " "Pog et no=om. " 
go 2s get=Und = = O M  later all PART PART ABL.Und=npe 
"'Be sure to go get them later." "Yes, they arc all ripe now." ' 
(emphasis, bearer's-idea) 

(31) P=in=rkpik ko yo ad; g=om=mek. 
pat=Und.COMP Is PART and NEG Actor-quiet 
'I DID pat him but he wouldn't quiet down.' (defense) 

3.3.5 IIloc&nory force pronouns and ph 'c les  

The last category of clause-level modifiers is illa'utionary force. Simple imperative is 
realized by using incompletive aspect and sand-person pronouns (32). Question pronouns 
placed in fronted position are lexicalized interrogatives. as in (33). 

(32) Gel-od=m oy inn d; ; n onm oy nay. 
peel=Lm.s LK mother DNM=DEF sugarcane LK this 
'Mother. peel this sugarcane.' 

(33) S e v  ngodan mo? 
&g=DNMname 2s 

'What's your name?' (question pronoun) 

'Yes-no' and 'why' interrogation is indicated by panicles with fixed positions at the 
beginning or end of tbe c l aw ,  seen in (34) and (35). Nuanocs of imperative such as pleading 
or demanding can be achieved with particles; politeness in (35) and diminuation in (36) are 
examples. 

(34) '2- mo-iwed dl-n onok ko m?" konana. 
Whv ... ABU.Und=NEG.EXST DNM child 1s ...wh,. say=3s 
A 

'"Why bas my child &sappeared?" she said.' (hscontinuous 'why') 
(35) & om-oli kqo?  Om=oli kayo k d !  

Q ActoFcome 2p Actor-come 2p 
'Will you come? Please come!' (question and polite command) 

(36) I=pqog mo k x  no si=n kontino. 
Und=put.down 2s this ONM=DEF store 

'Would you drop this off at the store?' (a small request) 

Prediction and wish are expressed by fued formulas of particles at the beg~nnhg of the 
clause. 

(37) So pov komo to p=om=iy-so s; bake1 mo. 
mav-it-be Actor-strong DPNM wife 2s 
I hope yow wife will get well. 



(36) Kadi manet b-om- aknang ka. 
prouhetic Actomealthy 2s 
'You will certainly become rich.' 

4. CONCLUSION 
Kankanaey data suppo~ts the claim that nuclear-level operators will be shown in 

nuclear-level forms, core-level operators will be a part of the core s)ntactically. and clause- 
level operators will not affect the core but appear indepcndently. This analysis brings 
together into simple and semantically-motivated categories a wide assortment of functions 
and forms that were not previously easy to describe. The only exception is the abilitative set 
of vehal f i x e s  that seem to express possibility or realis at the nuclear level. 

A second impoilant clam regarding operators is that they have ordered scope over each 
other within each level. This study was not able to include a discussion of that claim. 

I hope that the glimpses atforded by this study into Kankanaey syntax and semantics 
will stimulate the reader to funher explore the fascinating family of Philippine languages 
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1-3 
ABIL 
Actor 
ADJ 
ASSOC 
C O W  
cv 
cvc 
INTS 
DEF 
DISP 
DNM 
DPNM 
e 
EXIST 
GEN 
I 

IMMED 
LK 
La: 
LOC 
NEG 
NOM 
ONM 
OPNM 
P 
PART 
Q 
QT 

included in discontinuous morpheme 
personal pronoun 
~ b i l i t a t i ~ ~ e  m d  
a f f y r  cross-referencing Actor argument 
adjective affix 
associative-action afis 
completive aspect 
consonant-vowel reduplication 
consonant-vowelansonant reduplication 
reduplicative intensive aBis 
definite 
displacement marker 
direct-argument nominal marker 
direct-argument personal no& marker 
exclusive 
existential 
genitive 
inclusive 
immediacy f i x  
linker 
affix cross-referencing locative argument 
Iocative nominal marker 
negative 
nominalizer 
oblique nominal marker 
oblique personal nominal marker 
plural 
panicle 
yes-no question panicle 
quotation marker 



S 

Und 

OPERATORS AND CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

singular 
a x  cross-rekrencing Undergoer argument 
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